David Thomas Roberts
Webster’s Dictionary defines a Renaissance Man as: “a present-day man
who has acquired profound knowledge or proficiency in more than one
field.”
David Thomas Roberts’ definitely fits the description of a modern-day
Renaissance Man. Roberts is a serial entrepreneur, inventor, and author.
Roberts founded a telecom technology firm based on a software idea he
created and patented. Roberts’ first foray into the world of writing
resulted in his inaugural political suspense thriller, “Patriots of Treason,” which was followed by
“A State of Treason” which won several Best Fiction awards and became bestsellers. Roberts’
experience with his inaugural book again fanned the flames of his entrepreneurial spirit as he
launched Defiance Press & Publishing (Defiance Press). Roberts also has penned
“Unemployable: How to be Successfully Unemployed Your Entire Life.” Although this book
crossed into a completely different genre (Non-Fiction: Business), Roberts again experienced
success as “Unemployable” was awarded Best Business Book of the Year – 2017 by the Texas
Authors Association. Roberts will again be delving into fiction and non-fiction with his new
release “Purge on the Potomac” and his expose on the IRS in “The Death of Liberty” in which
he collaborates with Congressmen, Senators and several IRS whistle-blowers on the recent IRS
scandals and how the 16th Amendment has encroached on American liberties.

Purge on the Potomac
Iconic lawman and Texas Ranger Pops Younger has never relied on
“Conspiracy Theories” when it came to solving crimes. But the murder of
a Texas State Senator was beginning to look more and more like a
conspiracy. When former CIA operate and Special Forces veteran Zach
Turner divulges reliable intelligence to Younger that the Chief Justice of
the Supreme Court was secretly assassinated and made to look like an
accident, Younger’s instincts immediately kicks in. Although generations
apart in age the two team together and begin to dissect a diabolical plot by
the Deep State that extends to the highest reaches of government –
including the Oval Office. Intermediaries of the Deep State entice the top Russian spy Vasily
Volkov, winner of the Russian’s highest honor - the Order of Lenin to go rogue and execute a
ruthless scheme to overturn an Presidential election, change the balance of the Supreme Court
and eliminate any and all political enemies. But Younger digs in to uncover the plot while
Turner faces the challenge of his own militia leaders going rogue on their own to counter the
actions of the Deep State within the federal government. Not until a Deep State operative is
captured does Younger learn the lengths at which the Deep State will go to keep power. The
convergence of a complex calamity comes full circle when Marine One is shot down leaving the
White House Lawn by a shoulder-fired crashing at the base of the Lincoln Memorial and the

Deep State erupts into a cataclysmic – and totally unexpected ending!
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Texas Patriot Takes On Corrupt Political Power Structure In Third Thriller
By Bestselling Author
Houston, Texas — Texas Ranger, Pops Younger pledged an oath to protect and defend the
Constitution against all enemies, foreign and domestic. When a corrupt political system threatens
the civil rights of Texans – and all Americans, Younger is forced to choose between upholding
the law or fighting determined totalitarians.
Purge on the Potomac, David Thomas Roberts excites with favorite character, Pops Younger.
Younger’s honor, duty and loyalty are at stake and a struggle to choose between upholding an
oath and the rule of law or fighting against modern-day tyranny and despotism guarantees latenight reading binges.
Roberts introduces his new character to the series, Zach Turner – a former CIA operative and
Navy S.E.A.L. who is bent on realizing his dream of an independent Texas. How far will he go
to realize that dream?
David Thomas Roberts, known as the “Renegade Capitalist ®”, is the founder and CEO of
Teligistics and is a bestselling author, public speaker and serial entrepreneur. Roberts’ writing
has won him numerous awards including Best Fiction Book of the Year and Texas Authors’
Association Business Book of the Year Award. Roberts has been married 34 years, has 4
children and 4 grandchildren and lives outside of Houston in Montgomery, Texas.
To find out more, please visit www.defiancepress.com
Book Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZF_5cUOuax8
Purge on the Potomac
Defiance Press & Publishing
Release Date: August 30, 2018
ISBN-13: 9780998770468
Available from: amazon.com, barnesandnoble.com, booksamillion.com and indiebound.org.
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REVIEWS:
“When the U.S. government goes awry, the Texas Rangers step in to clean it up. This third book
in The Patriot series, Purge on the Potomac, is a present-day political thriller that will have fans
casting their vote for more.”
– Chanticleer Reviews
To call the vision David Thomas Roberts presents in this book “chilling” would be an
understatement. This book will give you a good look at what would have been and possibly still
could be our future. Lots of excitement, cloaks, and daggers along the way and even a few joyful
whoops as our heroes deliver again! Whatever you may have been expecting, you will not see it
coming when you read “Purge on the Potomac”!
- Doc Greene, host, American Voice Radio
“Pay no attention to that man behind the curtain!” we’re told. Ted Cruz called the DC lobby the
“Washington Cartel”. In the Texas legislature we refer to it as the “Austin Cartel”. “Purge on the
Potomac” is an engrossing and sobering read of what could come to be in the absence of a
vigilant Texas. We must take back from those who wish to enrich themselves at the expense of
our liberty. So goes Texas, so goes America.
- Honorable Steve Toth, former Texas State Representative
A government infested with power hungry individuals who are willing to shred the Constitution
for money and political gain. Texas now stands alone unbowed, unbroken as the U.S.
government uses the power of the FBI and IRS to break her will. Weapons on both sides are
cocked as both parties stand face to face and eye to eye. TEXAS will never blink!
- Durhl Caussey, The Focus Daily News

